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EAGLE
Eagle is the fastest, the 
strongest  bird. And we 
want to be like an 
eagle.



Tulpar

⚫Tulpar is the strongest, 
the cleverest animal. And 
we want to be like a 
Tulpar.



Questions
Translate into 

Kazakh " May I go 
out?" 

What month 
is it now? 

How many days 
are there in a 

week? 

How many letters 
are there in English 

alphabet

Translate into 
Kazakh " school 

subject" 

What day of the 
week today?

The 17th letter an 
English alphabet? 

How many 
seasons are there 

in a year?

What are 
they? 

For Eagle



Шығуға рұқсат па? 



It is February now



There are 7 days in a 
week.



26 letters in English 
alphabet



мектеп пəні



Today is Tuesday



Q



4 seasons





QuestionsFor Tulpar

Do you go to 
school?

How many 
months are 

there in a year

Which class 
are you in?

Translate into 
Kazakh "He is 

a vet"

Who is the 
president of 
Kazakhstan? 

When do 
celebrate the 
Kazakh New 

Year?

Ішке кіруге  
рұқсат па?

How old 
are you? 

Where are you 
from?



Yes, I do.



12



I’m in  the 3rd 
class



Oл мал 
дəрігері



Nursultan 
Nazarbaev



on 22nd of March



May I come in?



I’m 9



I’m from 
Kazakhstan



The third part
PITALHOST-               
LYFAMI-
NONLOD-                  
TANAAST-
RIBTIAN-                    
RYCOUNT    
NEB  GIB-           NKHA 
TYRSHA-



RIDDLES
1. I’m a small, I live in 
the woods, I run  
very fast, I’m afraid 
of everything.



Rabbit-заяц – 
қоян



2. I am big and I am 
strong 
And my trunk is very 
long,
What animal am I?



An elephant-  слон - 
піл 



3. I can  tell you all the 
day.
Time to sleep and time to 
play



clock- сағат -часы



4. A little old woman with 
twelve children.

Some short, some long, 
some cold, some hot.



 A year-жыл-год



5.This is the season 
When children ski,
And grandmother frost
Brings the New year tree.



Winter- кыс -зима



6. My face is black,
As black, as night,
On me the students 
write



Blackboard- тақта -доска



⚫ Дүйсенбі                                          Thursday 
⚫ Сeйсенбі                                           Friday 
⚫ Сəрсенбі                                           Monday 
⚫ Бейсенбі                                           Tuesday 
⚫ Жұма                                                Saturday 
⚫ Сенбі                                                 Sunday 
⚫ Жексенбі                                          Wednesday 

Choose the correct form. 



Give the antonyms Eagle

Long-                                       
Good-
New-

big –
tall- 
clean - 



Letter A.
1.The name of fruit.
2.The name of the month.
3.The  capital of Kazakhstan.
4.The first letter of the alphabet 
5.What cannot we live without?
6.  One of the oceans 
7.The Famous Kazakh writer.



Letter B
⚫      1.The little child.
⚫      2.The  name of  the fruit 
⚫      3.The antonym of the word “ good”  
⚫      4.The capital of Germany.
⚫      5.The name of the School subject.
⚫      6.The lake in Kazakhstan. 
⚫      7. The room where we sleep.


